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SAFETY
SOLUTIONS

INNOVATION IN
WORKING ENVIRONMENTS



MOUNTED SCREEN GUARD

Quality materials and an innovative and easy to fix solution that 
completes every need for your workspace.
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SECURITY  SCREENS
 ANTI COVID-19 

Social Distancing is changing the way we 
interact and Tremain is offering solutions to 
make your work environment safer.

DIVIDE
Keep everyone safe with this solution that 
not only creates a safe environment to work, 
but also gives you the ability to reconfigure 
your space as needed since it doesn’t 
require special tools to install, just place it 
where you need it and you’re good to go.

DESIGN MATTERS
Dividers shouldn’t be boring so you can
choose between Glass, Frosted Glass and 
laminate so  your workspace will look great 
and we can guarantee it will also be easy to 
keep clean.

Frosted glass mounted screen

Laminate mounted screen

Clear glass mounted screen



FREESTANDING SCREEN GUARD

Universal Screens
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Freestanding Screen Guard  frosted 
tempered glass

Work environments have to adapt and Tremain offers solutions to integrate screen 
guards in an existing workstation with a freestanding design that allows you freedom of 
movement as well as easy to clean surfaces.

Freestanding Screen Guard clear 
tempered glass

Freestanding Screen Guard laminate



Social distancing is one of the most important measures we have to take to reduce contagion 
in the workplace, with modular screens you can achieve that goal while maintaining the 
original design of your workstations.

MODULAR SCREENS
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Mobile partial screen guard 53”hBase/worksurface starter modular screen end 
bracket

Universal starter left /right modular screen bracket

Complete workstation Mobile screen guard 72”h Extended starter left /right modular screen end 
bracket



MOBILE SCREENS

Markerboard mobile screen guard 72”hClear tempered glass mobile screen guard 72”h Frosted tempered glass mobile screen guard 53”h



FREESTANDING SCREEN GUARD

Mobile screen guard 72”h

Mobile partial 72”h

Mobile screen guard 53”hFreestanding screen guard low bracket Freestanding screen guard high bracket

MOUNTED SCREEN GUARD MOBILE SCREEN GUARD

Panel Mounted screen guard low bracket Panel Mounted screen guard high bracket



HOEBM1C00D

HOEBM2C00L HOEBM3C00-3

HOEBM1C00S

HOEBM4C00-4 HOEBMUB00L

HOEBMOS00L HOEBMBWS00

HOEBM1C00D
1 Way modular screen 

connector double

HOEBM1C00S
1 Way modular screen 

connector single

HOEBM2C00L
2 Way modular screen 
connector left /right

HOEBM3C00-3
3 Way modular 

screen connector

HOEBM4C00-4
4 Way modular screen 

connector

HOEBMUB00L
Universal starter left /right 

modular screen bracket

HOEBMOS00L
Extended starter left /right 

modular screen end bracket

HOEBMBWS00
Base/worksurface starter 

modular screen end bracket

MODULAR SCREENS
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